Synthesis, Characterization, Modeling and Anti-bacterial Properties of Peanut-shaped ZnO Nano-bunches
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Abstract. Since few decades, the fabrications of metal oxide nanoparticles (MO-Nps) as well as their uses in various segments have been increased manifolds. An easy effort to produce an important category of MO-Nps as Zinc oxide nano-particles (ZnO-Nps), with the assistance of mechano-solution method at various low temperatures, introducing Zinc acetate dihydrate and Sodium hydroxide into the molar solution of C19H42NBr complex (Cetrimonium bromide, CTAB) for much less than an hour was projected. The impact of this method performed at two different ranges of process temperatures was studied and the magnitude of the ZnO-Nps (like...
particle size, morphology and L/D dimensions) has been reported. On the top of this, the morphological study of these Nps has been presented. The characterization of the synthesized Nps was carried out with the help of SEM with EDS, XRD, UV-Vis spectroscopy. The scanning electron microscopy has revealed the synthesis of peanut-shaped ZnO nano-bunches (NBs) at two different ranges of temperature. An overall viable growth of the solitary nano-particles constituting of ZnO-NBs has also been put forth. Hence, the effect of temperature on $C_{10}H_{42}NBr$ complex (stabilizer) has been reported. In addition, a postulated model depicting the relationship of the temperature effect on the process parameters of ZnO-NBs has also been floated. The Gram +ve bacteria, *Bacillus subtilis* is a rod shaped bacteria which is commonly known as normal gut commensal in humans. Due to the emergence of anti-biotic resistant drugs, alternate medications are under primary considerations. A noteworthy experimentation was concerned with anti-bacterial activity of therapeutically viable Gram +ve bacteria, *Bacillus subtilis* and it was found that reported ZnO-NBs have become the promising entities for terminating the growth of these bacterias.

**Introduction**

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is an important n-type semi-conducting metal oxide with a band gap of about 3.3 eV at 300 K and a large exciton B.E. at 298 K of 60 meV. It also reveals p-type conduction property, when doped with other transition metals [1,2]. It has also shown its competence for various types of dermatological ailments. Due to this, they are more efficiently used as sunscreens, photocatalysts, cosmetics and in a variety of therapeutic formulations as it is treated for potential interventions in extrinsic skin problems like aging, sunburn, etc. Besides these, ZnO-Nps showed strange effect as an UV-absorber when treated on the external surface of cotton and woollen fabrics [3–6]. There are various synthesis procedures for ZnO-Nps, such as sol-gel technique, facile biomimetic process, mechanochemical process, solvothermal process, solution method, etc. These processes lead to various types of morphological arrays of ZnO-Nps and in continuation leads to the diversified range of their application based upon their morphologies [7–12]. The various types of
process parameters viz. temperature, concentration of reacting species, time, pH, doping, etc; used in different techniques and processes decide the morphology, particle size, yield, properties and diverse applications of the synthesized ZnO-Nps. More complex techniques also lead to the increase in the total cost of the synthesis. Worldwide, many researchers developed a large number of techniques to control of these process parameters [13–18].

Formerly, Wahab et al. [7] in one of their experiments, has developed an aged pencil like Zinc oxide nano-rods by solution method, where they refluxed the solution at 75 °C for different time intervals; in his other paper, he presented the plate-like to flower-like morphology of ZnO nanostructures by varying pH of precursor solution and refluxing the whole solution at 90 °C for an hour [13]. Again in his next study, he presented the synthesis of single-crystalline needle-shaped ZnO nanorods via sonochemical method, where he performed the sonication of the solution on sonication bath for 2-4 hrs [20]. Gan et al. [8] synthesized peanut-like and flower-like Zinc oxide 3D architectures by a facile biomimetic process using gelatin as matrix after keeping the suspension at 30 °C for 24 hrs and centrifuged for 12 hrs. McLaren et al. [12] modified technique of Andelman et al. and developed the ZnO nanorods. Qin et al. [19] fabricated ZnO nanowire arrays and ZnO nanoparticles electrodes at 95 °C for 24 hrs. Teki et al. [21] demonstrated ZnO nanorods growth on Si(100) wafers by magnetron sputtering at temperatures less than 100 °C, with a power of 100W and 0.16 Pa Ar working pressure. In concise, the synthesis of ZnO-Nps at near ambient temperatures was required, keeping the consideration of nano-particles sizes, their L/D ratios and definitely the morphology of ZnO-Nps, by preventing the expensive and complicated systems to be utilized for various low temperature UV appealing medications and devices. An earlier reported approach by our team involves low temperature, below the boiling point of water and avoids sophisticated equipments for the production of ZnO-Nps [22]. Comparing with all the techniques for the fabrication of ZnO-Nps, the mechano-solution method is economical, less-time consuming and after all, an easy process.
In this work, the simple mechano-solution synthesis of peanut-shaped ZnO nano-bunches (ZnO-NBs) and flower-shaped ZnO-NPs, at near ambient temperatures (viz. 40±3 and 60±3 °C) using Zinc acetate dihydrate and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in the presence of the cationic surfactant hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) (C_{19}H_{42}NBr) complex has been reported. Along with the simple mechano-solution method, responsible for the synthesis of ZnO-NBs, different results of characterization techniques like XRD, SEM with EDS and UV-Vis spectroscopy have been discussed; the effect of different temperature conditions on the crystallite size, pH, L/D ratios, morphology of the nano-bunches as well as an easy growth mechanism have also been presented. In the last, the relationship of the changing temperature condition and the different aspect-ratios of ZnO nano-bunches have been presented with a help of a suitable model. From the literature, the studies revealed that the nanoscaled ZnO particles were more toxic to all bacterial species than other nanoparticles of different inorganic oxides like aluminium oxide, silicon dioxide, etc [23–26]. Finally, the anti-bacterial activity of synthesized ZnO-NBs were tested against Gram +ve bacteria, B. subtilis (MTCC 121). Though B. subtilis is not as much harmful as other pathogenic bacterias, but it is an easy model for doing the clinical studies and checking the anti-bacterial activity as the mechanism for attacking on the Gram +ve bacterial colonies are same.

Experimentation

Materials. All the reaction species viz. Zinc acetate dihydrate, Ion-carrier Sodium hydroxide and the capping agent hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) (C_{19}H_{42}NBr) complex were taken of analytical grade and purchased from E. Merck Ltd. (Mumbai, India) and Loba (Mumbai, India) respectively and used without any further purification.
Fabrication of Zinc oxide nano-bunches (ZnO-NBs). The synthesis of ZnO-NBs was performed by the mechano-solution method. The mixed solutions of capping agent CTAB and Zinc acetate dihydrate, prepared in a DD water were thoroughly stirred. In to this required amount of NaOH was added gradually. The amount of Zinc acetate dihydrate, CTAB and NaOH were taken as 0.1 gm, 2 gm and 0.2 gm, respectively. After a span of minutes, the round bottom flask kept on a steady temperature operation tool showed the appearance of an opaque milky like liquid with an upper thick foamy layer. When it reached to room temperature, the colloidal suspensions so formed was kept under refrigeration for a while and then stored for the characterization.

Characterization of ZnO-NBs. The X-ray diffraction pattern of the prepared ZnO nanocolloidal were investigated by a BRUKER AXD D8 ADVANCE (Germany) X-ray diffractometer, using X-ray beam with nickel filtered CuKα radiations of wavelength equal to 1.54 Å and with a step dimension of 0.01° and scanning speed of 0.02 steps/second. A fixed power generation of 40 kV and 40 mA was used. The nanoparticulate sizes were further calculated with the help of spectral peaks by Debye-Scherer formula [27,28]:

\[ D = \frac{k\lambda}{\beta \cos \theta} \]

where, \( D \) = Crystallite size, \( k \) = proportionality constant (0.9), \( \lambda \) = X-ray wavelength (1.54178 Å), \( \beta \) = FWHM of XRD peaks and \( \theta \) = Braggs’ angle.

The calculation was further simplified by the integrated software, Diffrac\textsuperscript{plus}. The UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy was performed by double beam PERKIN-ELMER Spectrophotometer. The DD water was used as a reference for background correction [6]. The morphological aspect (shape and D/L values) were recorded with the help of Scanning electron microscopy, JEOL JSM-6510 LV (Japan) [29]. The TEM images of peanut-shaped ZnO 1D Single crystals have been taken from an advanced version of Field emission electron microscope with model no. JEM-2100F. It gives the performance of the 200kV class along with the probe size under 0.5 nm.
Anti-bacterial Activity of ZnO-NBs. For anti-microbial activities were studied by Disc diffusion method with the help of nutrient agar along with suspended microbes, by dipping the pad into the culture. After streaking the agar plate, these are incubated for 24 hrs. Antibiotic discs were kept on agar surfaces and the anti-bacterial activities were noted from the inhibition zones (IZ) results and finally the calculation of diameters of IZ of stains were carried out. The ZnO Nano-bunches (ZnO-NBs) fabricated at different temperature ranges were taken and their colloidal suspensions were tested for their activity against *Bacillus subtilis*. For this purpose the filter paper disc technique was exploited. Prior to this, the ZnO-NBs were attempted with bactericidal activity by disc diffusion method for *Bacillus subtilis*. The cultures used were kept over night at 37 °C on nutrient agar. On preceding the process, the cultures were centrifuged at moderate rpm range and the pellets were diluted in NSS to get the count more than 100 cfu/ ml. The bacterial culture suspension was extended on the plates of Nutrient agar homogeneously and 8 mm discs of Hi-media Pvt Ltd make were made sterile for ZnO-NBs. These plates were further kept at 37 °C for another day. Standard anti-biotic discs of 0.03 mg each and doxycycline were utilized and ZnO-NBs media of similar concentrations were set as control. Later the resulting inhibition zones (IZ), in mm of bacterial growth were calculated for the determination of anti-bacterial activities [30,31].

Result and Discussion

The Zinc oxide nano-bunches (ZnO-NBs) formed at two different ranges of temperature showed reasonable effects on particle sizes, shape and the L/D ratios of fabricated ZnO-NBs. The two temperature ranges were shown in Table 1, as TEMP-I (40±3 °C) and TEMP-II (60±3 °C).
Table 1. The effect of various reaction conditions at different temperature ranges; TEMP-I and TEMP-II, on the synthesis and characteristics of Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Crystallite size (nm)</th>
<th>Maximum absorbance (nm)</th>
<th>Length of Peanut-shaped ZnO L (nm)</th>
<th>Width of Peanut-shaped ZnO D (nm)</th>
<th>Aspect-ratio of Peanut-shaped ZnO (L/D)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs (40±3°C) TEMP-I</td>
<td>80.38</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs (60±3°C) TEMP-II</td>
<td>66.25</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XRD Analysis of ZnO-NBs. The X-ray diffraction pattern of ZnO-NBs (TEMP-I & TEMP-II) prepared at different temperature ranges were examined (Fig. 1). One-dimensional single crystals of ZnO-NBs showed different sizes in the two temperature ranges. The values of the indices were in accordance with the ICDD data. The XRD results showed that by changing the process temperature ranges, the average particle size of the ZnO-NBs changes. The diameter of the one-dimensional (1D) single crystal of the ZnO-NBs showed a considerable shift along with the temperature variation in the experimental process. On decreasing the process temperature, the diameter of the one-dimensional (1D) single crystal of the ZnO-NBs decreases. Similarly, the length of the 1D single crystal also decreases with decrease in process temperature range. Wahab et al. [7] reported pencil-like Zinc oxide nanostructures at a reflux temperature of 75 °C for different time intervals i.e 12 h, 24 h, 36 h, 48 h, 60 h and concluded that the thickness and length of the pencil-like zinc oxide nanostructure increases when the refluxing time of Zinc acetate di-hydrate and Sodium hydroxide solution increases [7].
Fig. 1. XRD of Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs prepared at different temperature ranges; TEMP-I (40±3°C) and TEMP-II (60±3°C).

UV-vis spectroscopy of ZnO-NBs. The double beam UV-Vis spectrophotometer was used for the optical characterization of the samples. The absorbance peak was shown are higher for TEMP-I range as compared to TEMP-II range (Fig. 2). The earlier literature showed the peak shift dependency on crystallite size, process temperature, synthesis method and samples aging [32]. The results were in agreement with that of Guan et al. [33].
Morphology of ZnO-NBs. From the SEM images, existence of one-dimensional (ID) single crystal ZnO nano-bunches is revealed. On lowering the process temperature range, the Nano-bunch size as well length and diameter of the Peanut shaped ID single crystal also decreases. The magnified morphology of the 1D ZnO single crystals showed the appearance of a Peanut form of crystal. But it seems that the Peanut-shape may finally lead to Rod-shape 1D single crystal, when the processing temperature range was reduced, in this particular type of fabrication process, namely Mechano-solution Technique (Fig. 3,4). Gan et al. [8] presented two types of 3D ZnO architecture: one was the peanut-like and other was the flower-like structures. The peanut-like fabrications were obtained when used the concentration of Zn$^{2+}$ as 0.06 mol/L. The results showed the abundance of an array of ZnO nano-bunches comprising of Peanut-shaped one-dimensional (1D) single crystals.
Fig. 3. SEM photographs of Peanut-shaped ZnO-NB prepared at different temperature ranges; TEMP-I and TEMP-II.
Fig. 4. SEM photographs of Peanut shaped ZnO 1D Single crystal prepared at different temperature ranges; TEMP-I and TEMP-II.
EDAX of ZnO-NB. The EDAX spectrum of the Peanut-shaped ZnO nano-bunches were shown in Fig. 5. The prior one was for the temperature range TEMP-I and the latter one for TEMP-II, which were told in the beginning of this part. In the spectrum, Zn and O spectras were important.

![EDAX spectra](image)

**Fig. 5.** EDAX of Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs prepared at different temperature ranges; TEMP-I and TEMP-II.

From the TEM images (Fig. 6), the existence of one-dimensional (1D) single crystal ZnO nano-bunches has been validated. The magnified images of both the samples, clearly signifies the claimed shape of nano-Zinc oxides, which are consistent with the SEM results. The SAED pattern (inset) also shows the diffraction patterns, which relates the results for ZnOone-dimensional (1D) single crystal structure. Gan et al. [8] also presented the HRTEM images of the peanut-like ZnO sample which are consistent in the FESEM observations.
Fig. 6. TEM images along with SAED patterns (inset) of Peanut shaped ZnO 1D Single crystal prepared at different temperature ranges; TEMP-I and TEMP-II.

**L/D Ratios of ZnO-NBs.** From the SEM images, this was revealed that calculated length & diameter values of the objected L/D ratios [34] of peanut-shaped 1D single crystals were also attributed with the nature of process temperature change. At lower temperature, the L/D value increases (Fig. 7,8,10). This is due to the fact that on decreasing the temperature, both the length and
the diameter of the NB decreases, but the proportion of reduction of the diameter (D) was much more as compared to the length (L) of the peanut-shaped ZnO nano-bunches in the samples TEMP-I. This all ultimately leads to the formation of Peanut-shaped ZnO to Rod-shaped ZnO (on coming more down the process temperature line).

**Fig. 7.** Comparative chart of Length (L) of Peanut-shaped 1D-ZnO single crystal prepared at different temperature ranges; TEMP-I and TEMP-II.

**Fig. 8.** Comparative chart of Diameter (D) of Peanut-shaped 1D-ZnO single crystal prepared at different temperature ranges; TEMP-I and TEMP-II.
Growth Mechanism of ZnO-NB

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the growth order of the Peanut shaped one-dimensional (1D) single crystal ZnO (in the presence of C_{19}H_{42}NBr).

Here the growth of ZnO nano bunches along the direction of <0 0 0 I> axis, resulting into a bunch of one-dimensional single crystals. As per the observed results, the \textit{L/D ratios} of the Peanut shaped 1D single crystals of ZnO NB at two different temperature ranges showed as (Fig. 7-10):

\begin{align}
L^{\text{TEMP-I}} &> L^{\text{TEMP-II}} \\
D^{\text{TEMP-I}} &> D^{\text{TEMP-II}} \\
L/D^{\text{TEMP-I}} &< L/D^{\text{TEMP-II}}
\end{align}
Fig. 10. Comparative chart of Aspect Ratio (L/D) of Peanut-shaped 1D-ZnO single crystal prepared at different temperature ranges; TEMP-I and TEMP-II.

The presence of C_{19}H_{42}NBr complex (stabilizer) that binds more towards the faces <0 1 1 0> & <0 1 0 0>, changes the free energy and slows the growth of these faces [12]. In both the temperature ranges i.e TEMP-I & TEMP-II, the length and diameter were decreased on lowering the temperature. But still the aspect-ratio was increased notably. This was due to the fact that on lowering the temperature or moving from TEMP-II to TEMP-I, the growth of face <0 0 0 1> hinders but not as much as of faces <0 1 1 0> & <0 1 0 0>, where on lowering the temperature, the action of C_{19}H_{42}NBr complex increased in binding on faces <0 1 1 0> & <0 1 0 0> and this slows the growth of these faces, by changing the free energy. Hence this showed the effect of temperature on C_{19}H_{42}NBr complex (stabilizer). This all leads to the one-dimensional single crystal enhancement of L/D ratio.

**Modeling and Simulation of ZnO-NBs.** In research works, only data is of no importance unless until one would able to get some useful result from it. And it is not only a trend one predicts in a data. The data becomes very important and useful if someone able to give a relation based on it. Here the modelling comes into picture. By using various mathematical tools modelling was done. In our
work, we used a very simple and old technique to develop a model of change in aspect ratio with change in temperature. Least square method was used to develop the model which comes out to be a straight line with slope 0.094 decreasing and intercept 7.67 that is
\[ y = -0.094x + 7.67 \]
It shows a decreasing trend in aspect ratio with increasing temperature. Other things were explained in result and discussion section. We chose least square method because of easiness and reliability. It is a very old but reliable technique. Least square method is used for developing the model for change in aspect ratio with temperature. The following equations are required:
\[ \Sigma y = n \alpha + b \Sigma x \] \hspace{1cm} (4)
\[ \Sigma xy = \alpha \Sigma x + b \Sigma x^2 \] \hspace{1cm} (5)
For these equations following table (Table 2) was used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>XY</th>
<th>X^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEMP</td>
<td>(L/D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs (40±3°C) TEMP-I</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>155.6</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs (60±3°C) TEMP-II</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sum )</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>275.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By using Table 2, we got the equations written above as follows:
\[ 5.89 = 2\alpha + 100b \] \hspace{1cm} (4′)
\[ 275.6 = 100\alpha + 5200b \] \hspace{1cm} (5′)
Solving these equations, we got the values of \( a \) and \( b \) as: \( a = 7.67, b = -0.094 \).
Now the model required is:

\[ y = -0.094 \, x + 7.67 \]

**ZnO-NBs as Anti-Bacterial Agents.** The influence of metal oxide nano-particulates (MO-Nps) with the pathogenic bacterias is an evolving area for research. Consequently, after fruitful characterization results, the peanut shaped ZnO nano-bunches fabricated at different temperature range were tested for their bactericidal performances. The different proportions of ZnO nano-bunches exhibited significantly anti-bacterial activity against the Gram +ve bacteria, *Bacillus subtilis*, responsible for producing the heat stable toxin amylopsin related to food borne illness. The concentration dependent anti-bacterial activity shown in terms of zone of inhibition was visible on NA plates (Fig.11). At highest concentration, the growth of bacterial strains, *Bacillus subtilis* was stop down appreciably (Table 3).

At 500 µg/ml of Peanut shaped ZnO nano-bunches, maximum zone of inhibition (IZ) i.e. 22 mm was recorded for *B. subtilis* (MTCC 121) by ZnO-NBs fabricated at TEMP-II. After that the maximum zone of inhibition (IZ) of about 20 mm was recorded for *B. subtilis* (MTCC 121) by Peanut-shaped ZnO nano-bunches fabricated at TEMP-I. The initial readings also postulate that the anti-bacterial performances of ZnO-NBs may be dependent of size & morphology of peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs. The bactericidal properties of these peanut shaped ZnO-NBs recommend that these nano-bunches were more diffusible in the growth culture medium which allows the superior interferences among bacterial cells and that of nano-bunches. Similar anti-bactericidal impacts of some other ZnO nano-particles fabricated from other techniques are also known [35-37]. The stains of Gram+ bacteria, *Bacillus subtilis*, were most vulnerable to the ZnO nano-particulates. This might be due to presences of some proteins and polysaccharides on surface of cell wall of the bacteria. Therefore the Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs action on *B. subtilis* changes the cell wall morphology as well as its permeability, ultimately leading to the bacterial growth by its death.
Fig. 11. Antimicrobial activities of ZnO-NBs prepared at different temperature ranges against Gram-positive (*Bacillus subtilis*).

**Table 3.** Antimicrobial activity of Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs prepared at different temperature ranges; TEMP-I and TEMP-II, against *B. subtilis* (MTCC 121).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Description</th>
<th>Conc. (µg/ml)</th>
<th>Zone of Inhibition (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peanut-shaped ZnO-NB (40±3°C) TEMP-I</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut-shaped ZnO-NB (60±3°C) TEMP-II</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnO Powder</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doxycycline</td>
<td>30 µg/disc</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

This paper described the synthesis and characterization of Peanut-shaped ZnO Nano bunches (ZnO-NBs) by a simple *mechano-solution method* at various low temperatures range (TEMP-I and TEMP-II). The effect of these temperatures on the particle size, morphology and L/D dimensions were reported. The SEM results presented the existence of Peanut-shaped 1D single crystals and Nano-bunches of ZnO where the transition of Peanut-shaped ZnO to Rod-shaped ZnO (on coming more down the process temperature line) occurs. The average crystallite size of ZnO-NB were observed as 66.25 nm at TEMP-II (60±3 °C), contrary to the one reported at TEMP-I (40±3 °C) which was found to be as 80.38 nm. The aspect-ratio was the maximum at TEMP-I and decreased on moving toward TEMP-II. Finally, the growth order of the Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs revealed that the growth rate was maximum towards [0 0 0 I] facets at TEMP-I (40±3 °C). The presence of C_{19}H_{42}NBr complex (stabilizer) that binds more towards the facets <0 1 1 1> & <0 1 1 0>, changes the free energy and slows the growth of these facets at TEMP-I. A significant absorbances of light in UV-Vis range by Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs clearly exhibit that it can be used more efficiently as sunscreens, photocatalysts, cosmetics, etc. The model developed shows the linear trend of change in L/D ratios of Peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs along with temperature. With the increase in temperature, the peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs become more symmetric which is appealing in many applications. In addition to all, the synthesized peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs also showed significant antimicrobial activity suggesting that peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs can be better agents to control the spreading of bacterial infections. Though *B. subtilis* is not as much harmful as other pathogenic bacteria, but it is an easy model for doing the clinical studies and checking the anti-bacterial activity, as the mechanism for attacking on the Gram +ve bacterial colonies are same. Therefore, we can postulate that our synthesized peanut-shaped ZnO-NBs may be externally used in a variety of therapeutic formulations as it is treated for potential interventions in extrinsic skin problems like aging, sunburn, etc.
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